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Dual Shades with Continuous Cord Loop:
STRANDE | Canyon DS16-3102

by Alta

The alternating opaque and sheer linear
bands in our Dual Shades are both modern
and masterful in their ability to guide your
light. Aligned, the solid bands protect
your privacy. Shifted, the sheer widths
allow natural light and diffused views.
Innovative yet seductive? We think so.
Let’s go window shopping.

Dual Shades with Continuous Cord Loop:
EXTRAVAGANCE | Horizon DS8-2606

INCREASED
BANDWIDTH
IS ALWAYS A
GOOD THING
…and our Dual Shades Collection allows
you to control the bars. The unique design
of two panels in a single shade adjust
from filtered light to serene privacy with
a simple shift. Available in an assortment
of accent or neutral hues even Mother
Nature would be jealous of.

WHY DUAL SHADES?
●

●

Back
panel

Front
panel

●

●

●

Classic function with state-of-the-art style.
Minimalists rejoice.
Designer fabrics complement midcentury
modern or global luxe.
Manage both the light and privacy of your
space with a dramatic flourish.
Our motorization option not only is the
optimal in clean design, but 1st in child and
pet safety.
Keep those powerful sun rays out - and your
furniture safe.

IDEAL FOR…
●

Retaining the view, but ditching the glare.

●

Larger windows with fabrics up to 100" wide

●

●

Filtering those harmful UV rays while
protecting your furnishings and fabrics.
Easy care for environs where your time
matters most.

FINESSE YOUR FORM & FUNCTION
Dual Shades – Multiple Options. Fully raised, the view to the world outside is as clean as the
design inside. Our Dual Shades disappear within the fabric-covered headrail; add motorization
and enjoy unobstructed style with child-safe ease.

FUNCTION
Various window sizes? We know
that proportion is everything. With
three band widths to choose from,
smaller windows keep in scale while
larger windows go big and bold.
Choices, choices, solutions.

Bands closed and shade partially raised.
Offers precise light control.

Bands open and shade lowered. Preserves
your view while providing UV protection.

Bands closed and shade lowered. For total
light control and secure privacy day or night.

Bands open and shade partially raised.
Dual Shades give you function at any level.

Completely raised, shade disappears into the
headrail for clear, unfiltered views.

Perfect fit for smaller windows.

Great for most standard windows.

LARGE

MEDIUM

SMALL

BAND SIZES

Ideal for larger windows for the greatest
visual impact.

Engineered for precise performance.
Cord loop is a constant length.
Cord tensioner secures dangling cords.

Battery-powered motorized system operates
the shades with a touch of a button.

FABRIC HEADRAIL
INSERT

MOTORIZATION

CONTINUOUS
CORD LOOP

CONTROL AND DESIGN OPTIONS

Color-coordinated fabric covers the headrail,
providing a seamless look from top to bottom.
Smaller banded fabrics will feature both the band
and sheer in the headrail.

Specify inside mount if you have the
proper depth.

Specify outside mount to ensure the
greatest amount of light control.

BOTTOM RAIL

OUTSIDE MOUNT

INSIDE MOUNT

MOUNTING OPTIONS

Fabric-wrapped bottomrail is standard;
non-wrapped bottomrail is optional (shown).

DUAL SHADES by Alta

Dual Shades with Continuous Cord Loop:
EPICURE | Sambuca DS7-9713

DUAL SHADES
OPACITY
Translucent

✓

Room Darkening

✓

CONTROL AND DESIGN OPTIONS
Continuous Cord Loop

Standard

Motorization

✓

Fabric Headrail Insert

Standard

Fabric-wrapped Bottomrail

Standard

Non-wrapped Bottomrail

✓

BAND SIZES
Small

✓

Medium

✓

Large

✓

By scanning this code, the most current
options matrix will be available digitally.

Dual Shades with Continuous Cord Loop:
DEFINITION | Gunmetal DS6-2504

LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY

on all Dual Shades by Alta

